
Rishi Rich, Nahin Tere Jeha Hor Disda
numbers on left indicate how many times each line is sung

intro:
1 Yo, what i'm about to do is break it down Yo, what i'm about to do is break it down 
1 Rishi Rich Rishi Rich 
1 You ain't heard sound like this before You ain't heard sound like this before 
1 Yeah sing it Yeah sing it 
1 Dance....Ahan Dance....Ahan 
1 I like that I like that 
1 To the beat ahan To the beat ahan 
1
Dance Dance 
1 Shake your ass Shake your ass 
1 From upclose From upclose 
verse 1:                                                       (translation)
2 Kiwein mukhre ton nazran hatawan  How can I take my eyes off your face 
chorus:
1 Nai tere jeya hore disda  Can't see anyone like you 

1 Kiwein mukhre ton nazran hatawan  How can I take my eyes off your face 
chorus
2 Jee karda mein tenu vekhi jawan  The heart feels that I should keep on watching you 
chorus
1 Who's gonna make you dance Who's gonna make you dance 
1 Tere nal zindagi di wasdi bahar veh  With you, is the Spring (season) of my life 
1 Tohiyo channa sukh mera, tuhiyo channa pyar veh  Darling your are my peace, darling your are my love 
2 Cheti aja hon takniyan rawan  Come soon, I am watching the roads 
chorus
1 Cheti aja hon takniyan rawan  Come soon, I am watching the roads 
chorus
1 Jee karda mein tenu vekhi jawan  The heart feels that I should keep on watching you 
chorus
1 I like the beat.. aahaaan I like the beat.. aahaaan 
1 Yeah..yeah..  Yeah..yeah..  
1 Shake your ass Shake your ass 
1 Who's gonna make you dance Who's gonna make you dance 
1 Who's gonna make you move Who's gonna make you move 
1 I like the beat I like the beat 
1 Yeah Yeah 
1 To the beat..ahan To the beat..ahan 
1 Tu mera mein teri hoi  You became mine and I became yours 
1 Tere werga hore na koi  There is no one like you 
1 Tere kadman-che mil jan thawan  Only if I can get place in your feet
chorus
1 Tere kadman-che mil jan thawan  Only if I can get place in your feet 
chorus
1 Jee karda mein tenu vekhi jawan  The heart feels that I should keep on watching you 
4 chorus
1 Rishi Rich Rishi Rich
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